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Introducing Origami: The Sustainable Patented Flatpacked Concept, the perfect in-store display solution for your business! Based on the patented Origami™ retail display solution, our displays are formed by simply folding a flat metal sheet by hand in-store, with no special tools or skills required. This unique solution is manufactured, distributed, and stored flat, making it the fastest, greenest, and most efficient option on the market.

Re-branding is made easy with the Origami™ concept, which allows you to customize the shape of each display to meet your specific needs. Our displays use exchangeable polypropylene foil, making it simple to re-theme units for each new franchise, season, or promotional event. With this solution, you’ll enjoy less transportation and waste, which is good for the environment and your bottom line.

Production of our sheet metal-based products is a simple and automated process that can be scaled from 100 units to tens of thousands of units. Shipping units flat drastically reduces your shipping, packaging, transportation, and storage costs, leading to greater profits for your business. Choose this sustainable patented flatpacked concept for your in-store displays today!
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                We ship all over the world
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				Payment Terms			

		

		

				
			50% with purchase order. Balance 30 days after shipment.

 

Manufacturing Lead-time:

4 weeks after purchase order

 

Invoicing requirements

We require the following information for us to make an invoice: legal entity name, address and tax identification number.

 

All prices are subject to change without notice.

 

More…
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